The effect of the interface on the bone stresses beneath tibial components.
It was proposed that the stresses in the layer of bone immediately beneath a tibial component are an important determinant of fixation durability. Using finite element analysis, (ANSYS), the stresses were determined as a function of the amount of bone resection, the localization or completeness of implant-bone contact, and the interface material. The model was of two-dimensional sagittal slices consisting of quadrilateral elements (1 mm) with a range of seventeen material properties determined by CT scans. Typical prosthesis designs shifted the center of pressure more centrally rather than posteriorly, and thus increased anterior bone stresses. Resection up to 10 mm could actually decrease bone stresses due to an increase in bone surface area as long as complete coverage was obtained. A cement interface or direct metal on bone produced identical stresses. However a 1 mm compliant interface significantly reduced stresses in regions of high elastic modulus gradient. For rigid interfaces, the contact can be irregular, which leads to areas of over and under-stressing of bone. These conclusions have implications related to implant design.